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Luke 19:45-48 
 
Verse 45 
Then he entered the temple area and began driving out those who were 
selling.  

• In the outer court of the temple booths were set up where animals, 
acceptable for sacrifice, could be purchased. Also, there were booths 
where Roman coins could be changed for acceptable money to use in 
the temple. These booths were run by the priests. They overcharged 
for the animals and the fees for the exchange of currency were quite 
high. 
  

Verse 46 
“It is written,” he said to them, “My house will be a house of prayer; but 
you have made it ‘a den of robbers.’”   

• They had made it a den of robbers by overcharging people for 
essential items. 

• See Isaiah 56:7 and Jeremiah 7:11.  
 

 Verse 47-48 
Every day he was teaching at the temple. But the chief priests, the teachers 
of the law and the leaders among the people were trying to kill him. Yet 
they could not find any way to do it, because all the people hung on his 
words.  

• While the leaders of Judaism sought for a way to kill Jesus, they were 
prevented from doing so because many people hung on the words he 
spoke.  They did not want Jesus to be their king and did everything in 
their power to prevent that from happening.  

 
(These exegetical notes are the foundational study for the sermon entitled  A House of Prayer.  They have 
been prepared by the Reverend Doctor Charles H. Jensen, Senior Pastor at Cornerstone Fellowship, 
Coatesville Pennsylvania. All rights are reserved by Dr. Jensen and Cornerstone Fellowship.) 
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